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Don't miss your chance to join one of the most exciting drift challenges with Extreme Drifters game! This is a tournament that
takes place in 2 huge racing cities. Only the fastest cars and the most experienced racers can take part in it. Seems that this race

suits you!

Don't waste your time, drive to the start line!

Choose one of 3 racing cars in the garage;

Race fast and drift through twisty streets;

Complete extremely hard tasks during the race;

Earn gold and become the best drifter ever!
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No doubt that drift races are rather dangerous. There is always a chance to miss the turn and crash. Master your drifting skills to
avoid accidents.

Extreme Drifters game is your chance to:

Control extremely fast drifting cars;

Visit 2 cities with lots of racing locations;

Compete with rivals on twisty tracks with sharp turns;

Show everyone your drift skills.

Win the drifting tournament and become the best drifter with Extreme Drifters game!
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This game literally gave me the chills. Great job, Tender Claws. really good game... worth buying!. worth every cent!. wow its
so cool befor you won this award. A fun first chapter of an adventure series in the vein of King's Quest and Loom. While some
of the puzzles aren't too taxing, the game itself was very enjoyable for the story.
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Childhood game you can play for hours still is good even as an adult! 8\/10 overall rating. Very short game in general its like a
mini-game with a highscore thing built in where you just play more and more just to get an affinity of points.. i love it! , some
notes, hope we could open up settings graphics, audio, sampling etc, next i hope the drums wont bypass - meaning it wont go
thru the drums since whenever the drum sticks came under it will still hit it , making me do double taps rather than one over all !
i wasnt dissapointed , i wanted to try this game soon as i saw it on the list !. this game is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

11/10. Only doing this because of Hit.. First few hours of the game is very similar to Chapter 1 but with the addition of the
protagonist's mysterious imouto and with slight changes on how the characters were introduced. This chapter features Amano
Angeline Hotaru as the main heroine and I have to say this is the highest dose of tsun I have ever been exposed to in a VN.

Like other works from the same developer it excels with the quality of visuals. It is not fully animated but they worked on
blinking eyes, moving mouths and characters turning around. It made use of the same audio assets as ch1. I was really looking
forward to watching the game's OP but the featured video on the store page wasn't in the game. Memories for this chapter only
featured CG and music; the only animated video for the ending wasn't available in the extras. Chapter 2's overall plot is weaker
than eden* and ef but it made me remember how much I enjoyed slice of life back when I've read Supipara ch1.

The ending scene leaves more questions about the overarching storyline. It left me wanting to know more about the titular
character "Alice the magical conductor" but it still won't be touched up with the sequel as the ending also suggests that chapter 3
will feature Yuuzuki Momiji.

I recommend this to all fans of Minori's previous works. I'm really hoping that the eventual completion of all the chapters will
be far more impactful than any one ending; something akin to Ef: A Fairy Tale of the Two or DCIII.. You should tell people
that they only recieve two of the four promised, before they buy it and expect to recieve all four. I can't give this a nuetral
rating. ok i did find the other two games if you go to the properties tab and then beta tab then click on unpolished but i can't get
the island to work with my cv1 everything else works all ready in my cv1 not sure why the island won't, it only is on my monitor.
If i can figure out how to get it to lanch in my rift i will change my rating to thumbs up.

OVERWHELMING:
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It's been two weeks since we launched DUSK in Early Access - and as you've no doubt noticed - the response is now
officially, undeniably, OVERWHELMINGLY POSITIVE.

The team is ecstatic, thrilled and humbled - but this is no accident.. #MinistryofNews:
Today, the Wise Leader signed a decree on holding Beholder 2 Closed Beta Test in July, 2018.

It means that there are only a couple of weeks left before the test. All loyal citizens are required to complete all games
purchased during the summer sale and free up time to dive into Beholder 2 Beta.

https://beholder2.com
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. Reality Incognita will
be converted to Unity:
Hello to all my followers,
For a specific reason, I have no choice, but to fully convert to Unity. Even now, I and my freelancers are transferring all
materials to new engine. The bad side of this, that the beta, and final version will be released later than I would expect.
The good side - unlike generic Visual Studio, Unity allows to run games on all systems, not only Windows, including Mac, Linux
and even Android.

Again, full conversion will take some time, hopefully not very long. I apologize for that, and will do my best to do everything as
fast as I can.. First ever World War 3 AMA, June 15th:
We'd like to invite you to our first ever AMA that will take place on our official Discord channel (coming soon) on Friday, June
15th, 5pm-7pm CET (9am-11am PDT, 11am-1pm EDT).. Beta Server UP:
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Dear Agents,

Today we are moving into our new beta infrastructure, and we’re ready to get you onboard, too!

>> Step 1: Get the universal launcher

MacOS and Windows players will now share the same universal launcher. This will keep you automatically updated with the
latest version of NITE Team 4. The first time you install the launcher, you may need to give it various permissions to properly
configure your game. You will only have to do this process once.

Download NITE Team 4 Launcher for Windows >>[cdn.niteteam4.com]

Download NITE Team 4 Launcher for Mac OS >>[cdn.niteteam4.com]
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>> Step 2: Login to the beta server

Your existing credentials have been migrated to the new beta server. You should be able to login without any problems. In fact,
everyone can login or create an account for free and get access to the alpha mission, so feel free to share the launcher and invite
your friends to discover NITE Team 4 along with you.

>> Step 3: Redeem your NITE Team 4 Backers or Pre-Order Package

It is now time to claim the items you bought during the Kickstarter or the pre-order campaign! To do so, click on the Agent
Profile menu item and go to Inventory. Enter your coupon code and click redeem.

Don’t own NITE Team 4 yet? Click here to order your beta pass.[www.niteteam4.com]

Once redeemed, your code will unlock Stinger OS skins, your game access pass (general beta, closed beta, etc.), and your
mission pack and titles. Other item types will be introduced later as long with content, new modules, etc...

As always, you can reach us on Discord [discord.gg]or in the forums[forums.aliceandsmith.com]. We are grateful for your
support and hope you enjoy the ever-evolving Black Watchmen universe!. Patch 0.45 Online!:
Here are the patch notes for today's update. Thanks again everyone for submitting bugs to us.

Patch Notes - Version 0.45 - 4th August 2017. Devblog #3: Rocket Engines and Motherships:
Last week we headed off to PAX Australia and showed off our basic progress on Motherships. Things had, really, only just
come together that week. So we were pretty relieved to be able to show anything off.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T61hcI0cY2I
Motherships represented the culmination of three months worth of refactoring and the game is substantially better for it.

Turrets
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